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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Optimizing a luxury portfolio must be about buying and selling
As M&A ramps up, the industry is awash with talk about which brands the big groups should buy. But which ones
should they sell? asks Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Coach has become a luxury brand again but Wall Street wants more

Profits at Coach, the high-end handbag company, nearly doubled in the most recent quarter, to $152 million, as part
of the company's aggressive turnaround efforts, says The Washington Post.

Click here to read the entire article on The Washington Post

Marchionne's Maserati spinoff lacks traction

Fiat Chrysler boss Sergio Marchionne has a knack for buying and selling car brands at the right time. He snapped up
Chrysler on the cheap in 2009, and spun off Ferrari six years later to create one of the world's most richly-valued
auto stocks. Alfa Romeo and Maserati would stretch even his dealmaking skills, per Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Plenty of legroom on Boeing's luxury jet tailored for the world's richest

On commercial airlines today, traveling in coach is a pain, while the wealthy are well looked after in first class. But
for the ultrawealthy, there's a whole other level available, according to The Chicago Tribune.
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Click here to read the entire article on The Chicago Tribune
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